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Research Note

A Multiple Slot Cell Scheduling Algorithm
for Multicast Switching Systems

F.Ch. Lee1, W.F. Wang1;� and J.B. Shih1

Abstract. In this study, we propose a multicast switching system called the Blocking Reduction
Multiple Slot Cell Scheduler (BRMSCS) switch. The BRMSCS switch consists of shared memory banks, a
crossbar fabric and the BRMSCS scheduler. Our goals are to relieve the blocking situation in the scheduler
and to guarantee freedom from a memory access conict, that is, no more than two output ports should
access di�erent cells that come from the same input port. To meet the goals, the BRMSCS scheduler can
quickly insert address cells into a scheduling table and �ll the scheduling table as full as possible. The
simulation results show that the BRMSCS scheduler can e�ciently insert the address cells into the conict
free locations of the scheduling table and has the advantage of reducing blocking.
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INTRODUCTION

Switches can basically be classi�ed into Input Queuing
(IQ) switches and Output Queuing (OQ) switches. The
ideal OQ switches can achieve ultimate throughput,
and their packet latency is similar to an M/D/1 queu-
ing system. However, the OQ switches are impractical
when the input line rate or port number increases. For
an input queuing switch, Karol et al. showed that
the system throughput is limited to 58.6% [1]. This
is caused by Head Of Line (HOL) blocking. Adopting
Virtual Output Queues (VOQs) can completely elimi-
nate HOL blocking [2].

For multicast tra�c, a traditional unicast switch
replicates a multicast packet into multiple unicast
packets before entering the switch system. This causes
a serious input and output blocking problem. As
a result, switching multicast tra�c by a traditional
unicast switch causes two problems. First, the size of
memory requirement increases. Second, the utilization
of the bandwidth decreases. Recently, high perfor-
mance multicast switching architectures and scheduling
algorithms have been proposed to tackle the problems.

In [3], McKeown et al. proposed a switching archi-
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tecture with multicast queues and an ESLIP scheduler,
which is an enhanced version of the iSLIP algorithm [3],
to improve the performance of switching multicast
tra�c. Chao et al. proposed a serial Dual Round
Robin Matching (DRRM) scheduler and token tunnel-
ing method to reduce the information changing inside
the switch [4-6]. Lee et al. proposed a PSLIP scheduler
which stands for a parallel iSLIP scheduler, combining
a dedicated path in a switch fabric to improve the
multicast switching performance in [7]. In [8], the
TATRA scheduler was proposed to schedule multicast
tra�c. The TATRA scheduler is easy to implement;
however, more than two output ports access di�erent
cells which come from the same input port. We call
this situation the problem of Memory Access Conict
(MAC). Chen et al. proposed a switching architecture
which combines the copy network, the non-blocking
routing network and the MSCS scheduler for multicast
tra�c [9]. The MSCS scheduler selects as many cells as
possible for the copy network and the copied cells go
through the non-blocking routing network to output
ports. However, there is a blocking situation caused by
the MSCS scheduler.

In this study, we propose a multicast switching
architecture, called a BRMSCS (Blocking Reduction
Multiple Slot Cell Scheduler) switch, to reduce the
blocking situation in the switch and guarantee no
memory access conict. By simulation, it is shown that
the BRMSCS scheduler has the advantage of reducing
blocking and e�ciently scheduling multicast tra�c.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
First, the model of the proposed BRMSCS switch
is described. Next, we make a detailed description
and illustration of the BRMSCS scheduler. Finally,
the simulation results of the BRMSCS switch and
conclusions are presented.

SWITCH MODEL

As shown in Figure 1a, the BRMSCS switch is orga-
nized by input queues, a crossbar fabric and a BRMSCS
scheduler. It separates the control and data sections in
its internal architecture [10], as shown in Figure 1b.
The data section is responsible for storing the payload
of incoming cells. The control section is responsible for
scheduling the output order for incoming cell headers.
Before entering the crossbar fabric, the cell header and
its corresponding payload is rebound.

Bu�ering Strategy

To eliminate the HOL blocking problem, N queues
must be adopted in each input port where N is the
switch size. However, for switching multicast tra�c,
there are (2N � 1) queues to completely eliminate the
multicast HOL blocking problem. This will make the
multicast switches impractical. For saving cost and for
memory e�ciency, the BRMSCS switch adopts shared

Figure 1a. An abstract view of the BRMSCS switch.

memory as input queues, as shown in Figure 1. When
a cell arrives, the Data/Address Separator will assign
an available address for storing the cell's payload in
the input shared memory. At the same time, the cell's
header will be copied as an address cell and sent to
the BRMSCS scheduler. An address cell involves the
following information: the source port, the destination
ports, the payload address and the arrival time. The
payload address is used to indicate the physical address
of the shared memory of the cell payload. The source
port and destination ports are used to schedule the
cell's departure order. If an incoming cell belongs to
multicast tra�c, the arrival time is used to recognize
the cell replication. There is an additional table to
record the number of replicated arrival cells. When a
cell departs from the switch, the corresponding record
will be decreased by one. When the record becomes
zero, the corresponding cell's payload will be removed
from the shared memory [11].

Switching Strategy

The BRMSCS switch adopts a crossbar fabric. The
major reason for this is that the crossbar fabric has
a native property for multicasting. By controlling the
N2 cross-points of the crossbar fabric, it can provide
N non-blocking paths from inputs to outputs. The
crossbar fabric has two constraints:
a) Each input port can only send, at most, one cell

into the fabric in a time slot;
b) Each output port can receive, at most, one cell from

the fabric in a time slot.
To maximize the switching performance under multi-
cast tra�c, a new integrated scheduler for unicast and
multicast tra�c is needed.

Scheduling Strategy

The BRMSCS scheduler is organized as in Figure 2.
When an address cell arrives, it will be queued in

Figure 1b. A detailed view for the data ow of an incoming cell.
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Figure 2. The BRMSCS scheduler.

the corresponding First In First Out (FIFO) address
queues. Only the HOL address cell in each address
queue can be scheduled by the BRMSCS algorithm.
The scheduling results will be stored at the scheduling
table. To meet the crossbar constraints, the scheduling
results must guarantee that there is no MAC problem.
The BRMSCS algorithm guarantees to �nd the MAC
free location in the scheduling table. At the end of each
time slot, each address cell at the �rst column of the
scheduling table will be removed and rebound with its
cell's payload. The rebound cell is transferred from the
input queue through the crossbar fabric to its output
port.

Since HOL blocking might occur in an address
queue, the BRMSCS algorithm will not only insert
the address cell quickly to a MAC free location in
the scheduling table by using the location matrix, but
also �nd the optimal MAC free location by using an
occupied matrix and an idle matrix.

BRMSCS ALGORITHM

In this section, we mainly describe what the BRMSCS
algorithm is and how it works. The de�nitions used in
the algorithm are given, as well as a description of its
details. We also give a demonstration for the algorithm
using examples.

De�nitions

1. Ci;j : an address cell coming from input port i and
destined to output port j. If it is a multicast cell,
it contains multiple output ports.

2. ID(Ci;j): the identi�er of an address cell, Ci;j .

3. ST(x; y): a scheduling table, where x and y repre-
sent row x and column y of the scheduling table.
ST(x; y)=ID(Ci;j) means that column y and row x
of the scheduling table are occupied by address cell
Ci;j , whose identi�er is ID(Ci;j).

4. LM(n), Location Matrix: LM(n) is the last location
of the address cell in the scheduling table, which
comes from input port n.

5. OM(x; y): an occupied matrix, where x and y
represent row x and column y of the occupied
matrix. When OM(x; y) is not null and OM(x; y) =
k, there is at least one location of column y of the
scheduling table that is occupied by an address cell,
which comes from input x and destined to output k.

6. T(ST(x; y)): the arrival time of address cell, Ci;j ,
which the identi�er equals to ST(x; y).

7. IM(x; y): an idle matrix where x and y represent
row x and column y of the idle matrix. IM(x; y)
= True means that row x and column y of the
scheduling table is occupied, otherwise IM(x; y) =
False.

BRMSCS Algorithm

The BRMSCS algorithm involves three procedures:
fetch, insert, and search and exchange, as shown in
Figure 3. The fetch procedure fetches the source port,
destination port and arrival time of the HOL address
cell, Ci;j . After fetching, the insert procedure �nds
a MAC free location of the scheduling table quickly
by using the Location Matrix, LM(j), and inserts
the HOL address cell into the scheduling table. The
search and exchange procedure is used to �nd an
empty location and exchange the �rst eligible address
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Figure 3. The BRMSCS algorithm.

cell with the empty location by using the Occupied
Matrix, OM(i; j), and the Idle Matrix, IM(i; j). An
eligible address cell is the address cell behind the
empty location that guarantees to be MAC free, after
exchanging the eligible address cell with the empty
location.

Fetch Procedure

In the fetch procedure, the source port, destination
port and arrival time of each HOL address cell of FIFO
address queues are fetched, using a local round-robin
pointer.

Insert Procedure

In the insert procedure, the address cells, Ci;j , are
selected and inserted into the scheduling table in the
fetching order. The insert procedure �rst refers to
LM(i) as the starting location, i.e. LM(i) = p, 0 �
p � Len, where Len is the length of the scheduling
table, and then searches for the �rst empty location
from ST(j; p+1). This procedure executes for, at most,
(L�p) times. To keep fairness, at the end of the insert
procedure, the round-robin pointer is updated by an

increase of one. The LM will be updated at the end of
the search and exchange procedure.

Search and Exchange Procedure

To maximize the switch performance, the HOL column
of the scheduling table must be �lled as full as possible.
The search and exchange procedure tries to �ll the
empty location of the scheduling table by exchanging
the address cell from its original location with a front
and empty location without MAC. The search and
exchange procedure will search the �rst empty location
for each column. If the empty location, say ST(x; y), is
found, the procedure starts to search the �rst eligible
address cell, say Cm;n, from column y + 1 in row n.
To guarantee being MAC free, the eligible address cell,
Cm;n, located in ST(n; p) must satisfy the following two
conditions:

Condition 1 : [OM(x; y) = null];

Condition 2 : [(OM(x; y) 6= null) and (T(ST(n; p))

= T(ST(OM(n; p); y)))]:
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Figure 4. The procedure insert and procedure search and exchange.

If the address cell located after column y + 1 in row
x is unicast tra�c, the search and exchange procedure
only veri�es Condition 1. OM(x; y) = null means that
the input port of Cm;n has not appeared in column y
of the scheduling table. As a result, the Cm;n is eligible
to move to an empty location, ST(x; y), from ST(n; p)
without MAC. If the veri�ed address cell is multicast
tra�c, the search and exchange procedure veri�es both
Condition 1 and Condition 2. For example, if cell D
occupies ST(x; z), z 6= y, and the arrival time of the
eligible cell, Cm;n, are the same, it means that the
eligible cell, Cm;n, and cell D are the same fan-out
of a multicast cell. Moving the eligible cell, Cm;n,
to an empty location can still guarantee a MAC free
condition.

Illustration

Figures 4 and 5 give examples of the BRMSCS algo-
rithm. Figures 4a, 4b and 4c demonstrate the BRM-
SCS algorithm only executing the insert procedure.
As shown in Figure 4a, address queue 1 is selected
by the insert procedure. It will refer to LM(1) and
�nd the �rst empty location from column 4 to the
end of the scheduler table. After executing the insert
procedure three times around, the inserting result is

Figure 5. Searching & exchanging multicast tra�c.

shown in Figure 4c. Obviously, as shown in Figure 4d,
we can exchange the eligible address with the empty
position of the scheduling table to maximize the switch
performance. When the �rst empty location is found
(e.g. ST(1,3)), the search and exchange procedure
starts to �nd the �rst eligible address cell, Cm;n. The
cell located in ST(1,6) will be veri�ed �rst. It is,
however, against Condition 1. The cell located in
ST(1,7) will be veri�ed next. Since address C3;1 follows
Condition 1, it will be exchanged with ST(1,3), as
shown in Figure 4e.

Figure 5 demonstrates the search and exchange
procedure exchanging a multicast cell. Assume that
the �rst eligible address cell, D, is exchanged from
ST(1,4) to ST(1,2) successfully, as shown in Figure 5b.
The search and exchange procedure will try to �nd
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an eligible address cell to exchange with ST(3,2).
As shown in Figure 5c, address cell C3;3 is against
Condition 1 and the search and exchange procedure
will verify whether C3;3 follows Condition 2 or not.
Because of address cell D and C3;3 having the same
arrival time, address cell D and C3;3 are the same fan-
out of one multicast cell. Exchanging C3;3 from ST(3,4)
to ST(3,2) will not cause the MAC problem.

SIMULATION RESULTS

In the simulation, search depth L can be set to 4, 16
and 64. For example, BRMSCS(4) means that the
search depth is 4. The switch size is set to 32 � 32
and the simulation time set to one million time slots.
Each time slot includes two phases: arrival of incoming
cells and running of the BRMSCS algorithm. Also,
we assume there is no cell lost in the switch. Three
kinds of tra�c model in [9] are used to evaluate the
performance of the proposed BRMSCS switch: unicast
random tra�c, multicast random tra�c and multicast
bursty tra�c. The average fan-out (NC) is set to
2, 4 or 8. We compared the BRMSCS scheduler
to the MSCS scheduler, proposed in [9], and a base
scheduler. The base scheduler is an unsophisticated
scheduler of BRMSCS that only executes fetch and
search procedures. All simulation programs are done
by C++, and performance metrics include:

� Throughput [12];

� Average HOL delay: The time starting from an
address cell becoming the HOL address cell until
its last fan-out leaves from the scheduling table;

� Average overbooking rate: When the fan-out of
the HOL address cell cannot be scheduled into the
scheduling table in one time slot, overbooking has
occurred. The overbooking rate is the ratio of
the number of successfully scheduled fan-outs to
unsuccessfully scheduled fan-outs. It can be used
to evaluate the blocking frequency of BRMSCS and
MSCS schedulers.

Uniform Random Tra�c

Figures 6 to 8 illustrate the simulation results of
BRMSCS and MSCS schedulers under uniform random
tra�c. Obviously, we can see that when the search
depth increases, the throughput can be improved
signi�cantly. Even for the base scheduler, when the
search depth increases, the throughput can achieve
89%. In Figures 7 and 8, the average overbooking rate
of BRMSCS is lower than MSCS. Consequently, the
throughput and average HOL delay of BRMSCS are
better than MSCS.

Figure 6. The throughput under uniform random tra�c.

Figure 7. The average overbooking rate under uniform
random tra�c.

Figure 8. The average HOL delay under uniform random
tra�c.

Multicast Random Tra�c

Figures 9 to 14 illustrate the simulation results of
BRMSCS, MSCS and base schedulers under multicast
random tra�c with NC = 2, 4 or 8. Each incoming
multicast cell generates copies, according to indepen-
dent Bernoulli trails [13]. Obviously, the larger the
search depth, the better the delay performance and
the lower the overbooking rate. As the NC increases,
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Figure 9. The average overbooking rate under multicast
random tra�c (NC = 2).

Figure 10. The average HOL delay under multicast
random tra�c (NC = 2).

Figure 11. The average overbooking rate under multicast
random tra�c (NC = 4).

the BRMSCS and MSCS perform similarly under a low
o�ered load; however, BRMSCS performs better than
MSCS under a high o�ered load.

Both of these schedulers also perform better than
the base scheduler. These results also show that if we
want to get a higher performance, both schedulers must
search more deeply.

Figure 12. The average HOL delay under multicast
random tra�c (NC = 4).

Figure 13. The average overbooking rate under multicast
random tra�c (NC = 8).

Figure 14. The average HOL delay under multicast
random tra�c (NC = 8).

Multicast Bursty Tra�c

Figures 15 to 18 illustrate the simulation results of
BRMSCS, MSCS and base schedulers under multicast
bursty tra�c with NC = 4 and 8. Obviously, when the
NC increases, all three schedulers cannot perform well
under bursty tra�c and the overbooking rate grows
quickly. Even by increasing the search depth to 64, the
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Figure 15. The average overbooking rate under multicast
bursty tra�c (NC = 4).

Figure 16. The average HOL delay under multicast
bursty tra�c (NC = 4).

Figure 17. The average overbooking rate under multicast
bursty tra�c (NC = 8).

performance is still bad. The main reason is that the
incoming bursty tra�c is segmented into multiple cells.
Each cell will occupy one location of the scheduling
table. When the scheduling table is full, it causes
serious HOL blocking occurred in the FIFO address
queue. However, the BRMSCS scheduler still has a

Figure 18. The average HOL delay under multicast
bursty tra�c (NC = 8).

better capacity for handling multicast bursty tra�c.
A number of interesting points can be found from the
simulations:

� Both the BRMSCS and MSCS schedulers can per-
form well as the search depth increases;

� The base scheduler cannot perform as well as the
BRMSCS and MSCS schedulers because it uses the
scheduling table ine�ciently;

� The lower the overbooking rates, the less HOL cell
delay;

� Under multicast random tra�c, the BRMSCS
scheduler has a better performance than the MSCS
scheduler. This is because it relieves the blocking
situation in the scheduler;

� Under multicast bursty tra�c, the scheduling table
is occupied quickly. To overcome this problem,
the scheduler must use the scheduling table more
e�ciently.

CONCLUSION

In this study, we proposed an e�cient multicast switch
called the BRMSCS switch. It is organized by a shared
memory, a crossbar fabric and the BRMSCS algorithm.
We simulated BRMSCS under three di�erent tra�c
models and also compared BRMSCS to the MSCS and
base schedulers. The simulation results show that the
BRMSCS scheduler can relax any HOL blocking hap-
pening inside the scheduler and guarantee the output
order is memory access conict free. BRMSCS also
performs better than MSCS under uniform multicast
tra�c. Both BRMSCS and MSCS perform poorly
under multicast bursty tra�c. However, BRMSCS
still performs better than the MSCS scheduler. This
is because it relieves the blocking situation in the
scheduler.
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